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Abstract: Effective preparedness for reacting in case of a severe emergency requires that many experts with various backgrounds evaluate the possible scenarios and come up with a single, unified plan which considers all opinions. This is a typical collaborative decision-making scenario, characterized by a process cycle involving modeling the process, defining the objectives of the decision outcome, gathering data, generating options and evaluating them according to the defined objectives. This is a decision-making scenario which requires the participation of various experts, who must evaluate and compare many scenarios. Each expert will have a partial knowledge about where people may be at the time of the emergency and how they will react. In emergency scenarios the geographical information often plays a significant importance, since plans need to consider the geography of the terrain from which the population should be evacuated, the safe areas where the population should be taken to, the ways connecting evacuations, and how the rescue teams can reach the places where the emergency occurred. This work presents a tool that can help a group of experts with various types of expertise, generate, visualize and compare the outcomes of various hypotheses. The paper also presents a real case simulation in the event of a tsunami following an earthquake at a site in northern Chile and the possibilities of evacuating people to safer zones.
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1. Introduction

Preparing action plans for emergency situations often involves exploring, analyzing and evaluating georeferenced data, which means data where geographic location is of paramount importance. Due to this, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have been frequently used to support this process. GIS are needed because a preparedness plan regarding the rescue actions and effects caused by an emergency like a large-scale fire, earthquake, tsunami or flood should always consider the characteristics of the corresponding terrain and all possible access and escape ways. These terrain features should allow rescue teams to go to the place to help people and/or bring people to safer places. This analysis should also consider various factors requiring various knowledge domains, such as knowing where medical facilities, schools, safe open areas are located, which are the capacities of transportation in terms of vehicle flux and weight, what are the times required to bring people from a certain place A to a place B, etc.,[1]. Given these characteristics, we
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may describe the process of preparing a plan for rescue actions in the case of certain types of emergencies as a spatial decision making scenario.

Decision Support Systems (DSS) have been defined as interactive computer-based systems that help decision makers in the use of data and models in solving unstructured problems. A simplified model for the decision making (DM) process includes the following stages: (1) identifying the problem, (2) identifying and modeling the objective(s) of the decision, (3) collecting, generating and/or combining data to generate alternative scenarios, (4) evaluating options according to the objectives, (5) choosing an option and conducting a sensitivity analysis. If the decision makers estimate that there is enough information, the process ends with a final decision, otherwise the flow goes back to steps 2 or 3, [2]. Like Artificial Intelligence, the boundaries for defining what falls under DSS seem to be diffuse. However, most authors trying to define it agree that one of the most important characteristics is that human judgment is a key factor in the decision-making process cycle, generating alternatives, re-defining and re-modelling objectives. This is a task involving creativity, which cannot be mechanized. Computers in turn, can provide humans with gathered data, generation of various decision options, and support for evaluating their outcome according to the goals, visualization of these results and communication of the results to others.

Frequently, DSS deal with ill-structured problems; this means the goals might not be totally clear and/or there is insufficient information to solve them in a certain optimal way. Furthermore, in ill-structured problems there are many stakeholders and many decision makers; therefore, the solution tends to be subjective and unique. Also, DSS systems use various models and analysis techniques that are intended for use by non-computer experts. Hence, a DSS must be interactive, flexible and adaptable in order to support various solution approaches. Furthermore, DSSs oriented to spatial problems must take into account that spatial information is inherently fuzzy and uncertain [3], this means that fuzzy analysis techniques are needed.

Another difficulty with GIS-based ill-structured problems is that the data available to the decision makers is frequently unreliable. In particular, data may be incomplete (not covering the whole space) and/or uncertain (there are doubts on the data accuracy and veracity). One example is with the evacuation of people from coastal areas after a strong earthquake; there is the threat of a possible tsunami and decision makers must decide the evacuation procedure. Various options may be available, but the data to make an easy decision may not be at hand: how many people are now in each portion of the territory? Do they currently have operational means of transportation at each location? Do they have basic supplies (water, electricity, gas ...) at each location? etc.

We have presented a way to deal with incomplete and uncertain spatial data in a previous work [3]. In a later work [4], we discussed ideas regarding how to include the participation of various experts. This paper deals with a further step in the collaborative decision-making process by refining the way the various experts’ criteria can be combined to present a single unified solution. We also present here an already implemented Collaborative Spatial Decision-Making System which allows the various experts to first individually generate and evaluate possible scenarios according to their knowledge, then discuss and combine their solutions.

2. Background

A problem to study is how to combine the work of various people in a group. There are some simple cases, such as first dividing the planned output into parts assigned to individual members of the group and then assembling the contributions at a meeting or by a single person. Another simple case is to take turns to improve an initial draft.

Baeza-Yates and Pino [5], introduced a case in which those trivial solutions were not applicable. The problem was with collaborative information retrieval: various persons seek information and then each result is combined using a certain strategy to make a final result. Smeaton et al. [6], proposed another solution to the same problem: multiple people share a single user interface and cooperatively formulate queries and evaluate results. Finally, Pickens et al. propose an approach in which an algorithmically mediated collaborative search engine coordinates user activities during the searching session [7], (Figure 1d).
Figure 1. Strategies for Collaborative Search (according to [7]). In (a) an algorithm automatically combines results obtained individually by two or more users. In (b) multiple users interact with the same interface thus producing one result. In (c) multiple users interact with multiple interfaces but results are combined (e.g., summed). In (d) the collaboration happens inside the search engine.

The area of GIS-based decision making is another one requiring convergence research. The typical setting consists of a chauffeured group of decision makers, i.e., only one person manages access to a GIS system perhaps with a joint visualization. This asymmetric setting has been criticized because the stakeholders are not in the same standpoint to contribute to the final decision (e.g., [7]). Even more, for many public/private geographically related problems, several researchers have voiced the need to democratize the decision-making process by involving the general public who are directly affected by the decisions (e.g., [8–10]).

GIS-based systems play an important role when developing action plans in case of an emergency [8]. Very often the necessary information is displayed in the form of a suitability map, which is a map where the “appropriateness” of a certain terrain to fulfill certain conditions in a graphical way. For example, the risk of a landslide occurrence can be represented on a map by painting the areas with high risk with red color, medium risk with yellow and low risk with white. In order to build a suitability map it is necessary to assign a certain value to each geographical point, which will determine its color. In the case when the suitability value is determined by the knowledge of experts, the Dempster-Shafer’s Plausibility Theory [11], has proven to be an effective tool, [4,12,13]. It proposes to use sets of hypotheses regarding a variable (e.g., the number of people in X is always between t1 and t2) associated with a probability of being correct. The theory defines three types of values associated with the probability:

- Plausible: is the probability that the random variable takes values within the range of the query.
- Certain: is the probability that the whole range of the distribution of variable (D) is within the range of the query.
- Uncertain: no valuable information can be derived from this data.

Using the Dempster-Shafer Theory, the expert can define a set of hypotheses expressing his knowledge, e.g., if the expert is looking for people one hypothesis can be “people are in shops with a 20% of belief” or “people are in schools or workplaces with a 40% of belief”. We also defined query hypotheses: “people are in shops just like in place X, Y”. In the hypothesis statement the expert can define multiple hypotheses, which are combined using Dempster-Shafer combination rules. Furthermore, the expert can design these complex scenarios without requiring any kind of GIS expertise.

The result of combining the hypotheses with real data and fuzzy techniques for spatial representation gives us a suitability map. A suitability map typically shows the suitability level on each point of the map that satisfies the requirements; in our case, it shows the belief degree of the hypothesis for each evaluated location. This kind of suitability map is what we call a simple scenario.
3. Case Study

Since Chile is a country where earthquakes are very frequent, and an important part of its territory is coastal land, plans for evacuating people in case of tsunamis are very important. In order to develop plans and train the population to evacuate the seaside and seek for safety in higher grounds many factors should be considered, like where people may be at the time of an earthquake and the speed at which a tsunami reaches the coast.

In order to make an effective population evacuation plan, various experts and stakeholders have to collaborate. Each one may have different opinions and hypotheses about which are the best options to elaborate an evacuation plan. In order to exemplify the proposed collaboration method, we will assume there are five experts. Two of them believe that the best evacuation method is for people to go to higher grounds, using any possible routes and means of transport. The remaining three experts have another hypothesis: most people will not be able to reach the higher grounds before the tsunami arrival, so they must seek refuge inside high buildings (vertical evacuation).

In order to evaluate both options, organizations responsible for dealing with emergency situations typically rely only on traditional GIS. These systems provide information about the population living in the area, the number of schools, and other stored information.

In case of a tsunami, the evacuation problem can be classified as an ill-formulated problem, because there is no real information about the number of people who must be evacuated nor how much time there is between the earthquake occurrence and a tsunami reaching the coast. On top of this observation, the population in the area varies according to the day of the week and time and we must assume an earthquake can occur at any time.

Using the Dempster-Shafer Theory, we can build a set of hypotheses that can tell us where people may be located. For example, there is an area of the coastline of Iquique where there is a high belief that people will congregate there in large numbers during day, because this area includes a high concentration of universities, restaurants, shopping centers, a popular beach, etc. This area is also far from higher grounds. For this area, one proposed solution is that of a vertical evacuation, which urges people to enter high buildings. This scenario can be described as an evacuation possibility, meaning that if there is a high building in the vicinity, then people around it should seek refuge in this building. However, an obvious problem will occur if there are too many people and not enough high buildings.

In order to cope with incomplete information and multiple scenarios, we propose to use a Dempster-Shafer based Collaborative Geographical Information System (CGIS). Using the CGIS, the above-mentioned five experts could make their own hypotheses evaluation. However, as a result of this process they will have different suitability maps. For example, the first two experts can differ on where they believe people may be at different hours of the day. The other three experts may also differ on how tall the buildings must be or what kind of construction can resist a tsunami.

After each expert builds his own simple scenario there will be five suitability maps. The next natural step will group the suitability maps according to both evacuation scenarios. However, this strategy will not solve the collaboration problem. Another case can be that each suitability map is based on similar hypotheses, for example, that during the day people are in commercial areas, schools, universities, libraries, banks, bus stations, etc. However, one expert may believe that there will be more people at commercial areas, and others may say that there will be more people located in residential areas.

In order to solve the problem, we propose to combine the various suitability maps generated by each expert in a hierarchical order, by combining the different hypotheses according to certain operators, as it has been suggested in [14]. Of course, which suitability maps should be combined using which operation would need to be collaboratively decided by all experts. In each combination step the resulting suitability map should be the outcome of the discussion of each scenario possibility including the experts’ hypotheses known information about the area, and relevant factors on which to focus. Suitability maps are combined as a result of argumentation and discussion (Figure 2).
4. Combination Methods

We have proposed using the following operators for combining scenarios independently generated by various experts [8].

SUM operator adds the belief values of each scenario for each evaluated location. This operator can be useful when three independent, but related scenarios must be merged. SUBTRACT operator subtracts the belief values of two or more scenarios at each evaluated location. This operator can be useful when it is necessary to evaluate the differences between one scenario and others. AVERAGE operator is the simple average over the belief degrees of each location in each scenario.

OWA operator is the weighted average given an order, [15,16]. There are two basic types of OWA. When using OWA-DESC operator, both values and weights are ordered in descending order. This combination can emphasize the biggest belief values of each scenario, avoiding that a certain important fact known by one of the experts could be ignored because of the simple average of numbers. When using the OWA-ASC operator, values are ordered in an ascending sequence and the weights are also ordered in an ascending sequence. This combination emphasizes the belief when the values are constantly high in all scenarios.

For this work we also include two other OWA operators, which are implemented in the application developed:

The weighted OWA (WOWA) operator integrates the weighted average and the OWA operator in the same formulation. Thus, it can represent the importance of the variables and the attitudinal character of the decision maker in the same formulation, under or overestimating the initial data. Several approaches are available in the literature including the WOWA operator [17], the importance OWA [18], the hybrid average [19], and the OWA weighted average (OWAWA), [20]. The main advantage is that it can provide a more complete representation of the information taking into account any scenario that may occur between the minimum and the maximum.

The induced OWA (IOWA) operator [21], is an aggregation operator that follows the methodology of the OWA operator. However, instead of reordering in increasing or decreasing order, it uses order inducing variables to determine the ordering process of the aggregation. This issue is important because many times the numerical values do no indicate the ordering of the
information. For example, when analyzing the temperature of the human body in Celsius degrees, the optimal integer value is 37. Next, it is 36, 38, and so on. Thus, there is no strict increasing or decreasing order and an additional set of order inducing variables are needed to establish the reordering process of the information. The induced OWA operator can be further extended with generalized and quasi-arithmetic means [22], and with the weighted average, [20]. The IOWA operator is defined as follows. The IOWA operator can be used to specify the scenario evaluation order. For example, if we want to order scenarios by their “source quality”, it is possible to define an order using the u values in IOWA pairs. However, the order cannot be arranged by an optimal value because we are working with belief degrees.

5. Collaborative Scenario Discussion Tool

For the previously described scenario, we developed a collaborative application which allows various users (experts involved in the emergency preparedness) to generate suitability maps based on their hypotheses, share them with other experts, discuss and combine them using the previously described operators. The application was developed based on a previous tool built for supporting decision making in general [23]. A discussion starts with an initial suitability map, and a scenario description. This description should include the following data:

Title: The object of matter
Decision objective: The discussion objective
Context: Important consideration of the problem context and spatial context.
Time issues: Scenario time dependency.
Analyzed model: Fuzzy spatial model to be used.
Scenario alternatives: Known possible solutions to be evaluated.
An initial hypothesis must be provided.

Figure 3 shows the initial view of the tool displaying the provided information. With the initial hypothesis a first suitability map is displayed. The tool provides a discussion area besides the general information and the suitability map.

In Figure 3, an argumentation made by another expert is shown. Using a simple voting system, the rest of the experts can evaluate this proposal. The argumentation can be complemented by attaching a suitability map visually supporting the argument. Each support suitability map can be created from scratch (specifying a new hypotheses set) or by applying operators to existing ones. The existing suitability maps can be own ones or provided by another expert. Figure 4 shows the creation of a new contribution to the debate. This version of the tool allows attaching up to 3 suitability maps for supporting the argumentation.

The combination of suitability maps can be done at any time. This implies that in this tool the hierarchical combination order is not strict and incremental approaches are also supported. However, the conceptual implications of combining a suitability map with those resulting from their “children” are not clear. In order to combine two or more suitability maps the expert must select them and apply a combination operator in order to generate a new suitability map (Figure 5).
6. Example Simulation

In order to exemplify the analytical potential of the proposed platform, we are going to simulate a solution scenario to the evacuation problem in case of a tsunami in the city of Iquique. We will assume the first decision maker will be an ONEMI official. ONEMI is the Chilean national entity in charge of preparing actions plans for emergencies scenarios. Other experts may be from police, firefighters, health authorities, local government, etc. Based on the available information, ONEMI proposes evacuating to higher grounds, and they have provided digital maps of the inundation areas, evacuation roads, and safe places (Figure 6a,b).
Figure 5. Creating a new suitability map by applying operators to existing ones. The user selects which maps to combine and then presses the button labeled with the desired operation.

Figure 6. (a) Inundation areas, evacuation roads, and safe places at Iquique. (b) Inundation areas, evacuation roads, and safe places at Iquique.

In a large earthquake scenario, several experts propose a vertical evacuation to the top of the buildings (at least 30 m high), because a tsunami can enter a city in less than 30 min (some experts claim 15 min). Using our platform, it is possible to build three different suitability maps for three different scenarios.

Scenario 1: Near safe places, Figure 6a.
Scenario 2: Near high buildings, Figure 6b.
Scenario 3: Where people can be at the time of the tsunami, Figure 7a,b.

Scenario 3 can have two different versions: Day and Night. The night version can be easily calculated by using the residential information of the city. However, in order to test our platform, we are going to simulate using the day version, which is built based on a set of hypotheses (Figure 7a).

By visually comparing the three scenarios we can easily spot differences. Furthermore, these differences do not show a positive situation. They clearly show that some areas lack access to
evacuation options. However, the scale of the belief in scenario 3, shown in Figure 7a, is hiding the belief values in commercial areas (to the north of the beach, Figure 7b).

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. (a) Scenario 3: Beach area. (b) Scenario 3: Commercial areas.

Some of the areas with higher belief values lack evacuation options, even evacuation roads. Finally, in order to compute which areas, have more belief of “not being safe for the people”, we are going to apply a subtract operator in this order:

- Unsafe1 = Scenario 3–Scenario 1.
- Unsafe2 = Unsafe1–Scenario 2.

The result is tragically similar to Figure 7b and can be seen in Figure 8: people near commercial areas have no possibility to reach safe areas in the event of a tsunami following an earthquake.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. People in unsafe areas.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a work consisting of the theoretical foundations and a tool developed on them in order to support the preparedness stage (planning sub-stage) for an emergency situation [24]. The work uses as an example the situation of a tsunami in a coastal city, however, preparing actions for other emergency situations could be also addressed using the results of this work.

By developing the methods and application we could check that the Dempster-Shafer’s theory of plausibility is appropriate for analyzing emergency scenarios, since it allows to apply hypotheses and use uncertain data over geo-referenced information in order to draw conclusions about the
necessary action that could be taken in case of a certain type of emergency. It also allows cooperative work because there is the possibility to aggregate the contributions of various experts, giving the possibility of discussing about the plausibility of the hypotheses stated by each expert participating in the preparedness team.

The next step in this ongoing research work is to evaluate this approach with real experts, asking them how they perceive the value of this tool for performing their work.
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